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The Attic - Orlando 

"House Music in the Attic"

A haven for house music on Saturday nights, the Attic is a high-energy

club with mass appeal. This club is comprised of two rooms, and features

a dance floor in the middle plus VIP booths lined up along the walls. The

modern decor and EDM music make this a standout among the college

crowd, but the Attic offers something for everyone looking to party.

 +1 407 403 1161  info@theatticorlando.com  68 East Pine Street, Orlando FL
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Independent Bar 

"In Tune With Orlando!"

This tri-leveled nightclub is a growing favorite among the young Orlando

crowd, with its three unique bars and two dance floors. There is one main

room comprising of a bar and a dance floor, but what makes this nightclub

stand out is its outdoor patio bar with its sidewalk cafe-like feel. There is

something for everyone at Independent Bar—choose to either experience

mad exhilaration with the contemporary music performances by local

bands amidst heavy duty light and sound systems, or relax comfortably at

the patio bar, which offers a sprawling view of downtown Orlando. Open

from Tuesday to Thursday from 10p, Friday to Saturday from 9:30p and on

Sunday from 10p.

 +1 407 839 0457  68 North Orange Avenue, Corner of Orange and

Washington Avenues, Orlando FL
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the groove℠ 

"Upscale Nightclub"

Part of an impressive array of nightlife opportunities at the Universal

Orlando® Resort, the groove℠ gets groovin' with three themed lounges

designed to appeal to the widest possible variety of party animals. Dance

areas represent various historic musical eras ranging from a 70s-style

disco, a high-tech futuristic scene and a romantic and sultry red room.

Specialty drinks are offered in each area with DJs always keeping the

good times going. This spot can appeal to everyone, from those who want

to party to those who just want to kick back for a quiet drink and keep

their options open.

 +1 407 224 3663  www.universalorlando.com/web/en/

us/things-to-do/entertainment/the-

groove

 6000 Universal Boulevard, Universal

CityWalk®, Orlando FL
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ICEBAR 

"Layer Up!"

If you need a place to chill out, ICEBAR is your best bet. Adorned with ice

sculptures and cool blue lighting, it promises to awe you. A 45-minute

experience, get ready to suit up, enjoy some colorful concoctions and

maybe buy some ice art pieces for fun. The adjoining Fire Lounge is where

you can thaw yourself out with some hip music and cool drinks.

 +1 407 426 7555  www.icebarorlando.com/  sales@icebarorlando.com  8967 International Drive,

Orlando FL
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